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Zodiac Casino Bonus

80 Bonus Spins 
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Ruby Fortune Bonus

C$250 bonus
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Lucky Nugget Bonus

150% Welcome Bonus up to CA$200
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Jackpot City Casino Bonus

C$1600 Welcome Bonus
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7Bit Casino Bonus

Up To C$5,000 Bonus + 100 FS
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Stay Casino Bonus

C$5000 +300 Free Spins
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Dolly Casino Bonus

225% Up to C$1500 Bonus
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Casino Classic Bonus

40 FS for $1 + 100% up to $200

































Responsible Gambling

Everything You Need to Know about Responsible Gambling

Description: Gambling is fun as long as it’s responsible. Whether you’re afraid you might suffer from gambling addiction or you want to know more about the issue, you can find some up-to-date info in our article.

Responsible Gambling

Have you ever tried playing casinos? Whether you visited a land-based gaming facility or played online, you know how exciting and fun casino games can be. From slots to roulette, blackjack, and poker, anyone can find its favorite playing option. While they could bring profit, the primary purpose of casinos is to offer a fun way to spend leisure time. The majority of players understand this, and they don’t let things get out of control. These gamblers apply the approach of responsible gaming. Once you step out of those limits, you might start having problems related to gambling addiction. We want all players to enjoy playing in online casinos and using the bonuses available to them. If you find yourself or anyone else experiencing gambling issues, here is what you can do.

What Does It Mean to Play Responsibly?

The simple explanation of gambling responsibly is that you focus on enjoying the games while staying within your playing limits. Online casinos enable you to have fun, which means you should avoid behaving recklessly when on gaming platforms. Responsible gambling involves employing common sense when deciding how much money to invest, how long to play, etc. Here are some main rules applied by those who gamble responsibly:

	 Decide how much to invest before starting to play – begin by setting a deposit limit for a playing session. Make sure you can afford to lose that money and don’t re-invest in the same session.
	 Set how much time you will spend in a casino – try to be reasonable and avoid spending more than several hours, even if you have free time.
	 Don’t play when you are distressed – whether you had a few drinks or someone annoyed you, avoid playing when you are not feeling well.
	 Don’t borrow money or sell possessions to gamble – you should play only with funds you can afford to lose. Avoid selling valuable items or borrowing money to gamble.


How to Identify a Gambling Problem

A problem gambler will often exhibit addiction in various ways. Here are some signs to recognize a gambling problem:

	 Going over the deposit limits you set yourself – did you notice that you often lose more money than planned when playing? That can be a sign of a gambling problem.
	 Playing with money intended for other purposes – whether you need to pay electricity bills or buy groceries, never gamble with cash intended for something else. It doesn’t even matter if you win or lose because playing with those assets is the problem.
	 You don’t find playing in casinos fun – you are always stressed and looking for winning as a compensation for your losses instead.
	 Lying to others about where you are – if you skip hanging out with your friends and lie about having other things to do, when you spend the night gambling, that is a sign of a problem.
	 Missing your appointments – whether you come late to work or miss a family member’s birthday, missing an appointment is a serious indicator of a gambling issue.
	 Changes in your behavior – you caught yourself being nervous, irritated or depressed frequently. 
	 You can’t stop thinking about playing – wherever you are, and whatever you do, you only think about getting back to the game.
	 Your finances are poor – if playing has affected your finances significantly, it is a sign of an underlying problem.
	 Someone pointed out the issue – if anyone told you that you might have a gambling problem, make sure to think about that.


You can also find free  self-assessment tests online. These could help you determine if you are at risk of developing a gambling addiction.

How to Ask for Help

If you are ready to ask for help to resolve your gambling problems, you already made a huge step forward. Here are the steps you can take to start fighting your addiction.

Use Self-Restriction Tools

The best online casinos do not only offer tempting bonuses, but they also care about applying responsible gaming rules. Relevant authorities, such as the UK Gambling Commission, request the casinos who receive their license to work with gambling control bodies. Some platforms have an integrated feature of limiting deposits and setting up other restrictions, such as excluding yourself from the website for a specific period. You can adjust these features within the main menu once you log into the site. You can also consider these tools:

	GamBlock – it is a software solution that blocks your access to gaming sites on various devices.
	Count Me Out – a tool that allows self-exclusion if you want to stay away from gambling.


Call a Helpline and Ask for Advice and Support

It is hard to fight a gambling problem alone, which is why you shouldn’t hesitate to call organizations that could provide the necessary advice. Here is the list of some authorities that could help:

	GambleAware – a website that provides live chat and a phone line that is available around the clock for advice to problem gamblers.
	Gambling Therapy – another organization that provides advice and emotional support for those with gambling issues.
	Debt Advice Foundation – a helpful body that can assist with guidelines on how to get out of a gambling debt.
	Gamblers Anonymous – seek meetings and get to know other people with similar problems.


	Institution	Phone	Website
	Ontario Problem Gambling	888-230-3505	www.problemgamblinghelpline.ca
	Nova Scotia Problem Gambling Help	888-347-8888	gamblingsupportnetwork.ca
	British Columbia Responsible Gambling Partnership	888-795-6111	Gambling Information Line
	Responsible Gambling Council	416-499-9800	www.responsiblegambling.org
	Gamblers Anonymous Canada	626-960-3500	www.gamblersanonymous.org/ga/addresses


You can find many other support websites and forums online. They can help you exchange opinions with other players and professionals and get the encouragement needed to push through the rough patch in your life.
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AD DISCLOSURE
 Adress : 1275 W 6th Ave, Vancouver, BC V6H 1A6, Canada

Gamblizard is an affiliate platform that connects players with top Canadian casino sites to play for real money online. We diligently highlight the most reputable Canadian casino promotions while upholding the highest standards of impartiality. While we are sponsored by our partners, our commitment to unbiased reviews remains unwavering. Please note that operator details and game specifics are updated regularly, but may vary over time.
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Is this bonus valid?
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Thank you for your feedback

We do our best to make your gambling experience as good as possible
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Subscribe

And receive weekly updates of the new bonus offers from verified casinos






Subscribe 













I am 18+ and I agree to receiving emails on gambling news and offers. By subscribing you verify that you are aware of  terms and conditions  





All Done!

You're now on the wave of the best casinos offers and bonuses
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